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data set and to identify the most in�uential indicators
and (b) compare pro�led performance of the consid-
ered units to reveal what is driving the composite indi-
cator results, and in particular whether the composite
indicator is overly dominated by a small number of
indicators.● Links to other indicators identify the relationships
between the composite indicator (or its dimensions)
and other individual or composite indicators.● Visualization of results should attract audience, pre-
senting composite indicators in a clear and accu-
rate way.

Following the above-mentioned guidelines, the construc-
tors of composite indicators should never forget that com-
posite indicators should never be seen as a goal per se.�ey
should be seen, instead, as a starting point for initiating dis-
cussion and attracting public interest and concern (Nardo
et al. ����).

However, there is now general agreement about the
usefulness of composite indicators:�ere is a strong belief
among the constructors of composite indicators that such
summary measures are meaningful and that they can
capture the main characteristic of the investigated phe-
nomena. On the other side, there is a scepticism among
the critics of this approach, who believe that there is no
need to go beyond an appropriate set of individual indi-
cators. �eir criticism is focused on the “arbitrary nature
of the weighting process” (Sharpe ����) in construction of
the composite indicators.
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What Is Computational Statistics?
We de�ne computational statistics to be: . . . ‘statistical
methods/results that are enabled by using computational
methods’. Having set forth a de�nition, it should be
stressed, �rst, that names such as computational statis-
tics and statistical computing are essentially semantic con-
structs that do not have any absolute or rigourous structure
within the profession; second, that there are any num-
ber of competing de�nitions on o�er. Some are unsat-
isfactory because they focus purely on data or graphical
methods and exclude symbolic/exact methods; others are
unsatisfactory because they place undue emphasis on
‘computationally-intensivemethods’ or brute force, almost
as if to exclude well-written e�cient and elegant algo-
rithms that might be computationally quite simple. Some-
times, the di�culty is not in the execution of an algorithm,
but in writing the algorithm itself.

Computational statistics can enable one:

● To work with arbitrary functional forms/distributions,
rather than being restricted to traditional known text-
book distributions.● To simulate distributional properties of estimators and
test statistics, even if closed-form solutions do not
exist (computational inference rather than asymptotic
inference).● To compare statisticalmethods under di�erent alterna-
tives.● To solve problems numerically, even if closed-form
solutions are not possible or cannot be derived.● To derive symbolic solutions to probability, moments,
and distributional problems that may never have been
solved before, and to do so essentially in real-time.
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● To explore multiple di�erent models, rather than just
one model.● To explore potentially good or bad ideas via simulation
in just a few seconds.● To choose methods that are theoretically appropriate,
rather than because they are mathematically tractable.● To check symbolic/exact solutions using numerical
methods.● To bring to life theoretical models that previously were
too complicated to evaluate . . .

Journals and Societies
Important journals in the �eld include:

● Combinatorics, Probability & Computing● Communications in Statistics – Simulation and
Computation● Computational Statistics● Computational Statistics and Data Analysis● Journal of Computational and Graphical Statistics● Journal of the Japanese Society of Computational
Statistics● Journal of Statistical Computation and Simulation● Journal of Statistical So�ware● SIAM Journal on Scienti�c Computing● Statistics and Computing

Societies include: the International Association for Sta-
tistical Computing (IASC – a subsection of the ISI), the
American Statistical Association (Statistical Computing
Section), the Royal Statistical Society (Statistical Comput-
ing Section), and the Japanese Society of Computational
Statistics (JSCS) . . .

Computational statistics consists of three main areas,
namely numerical, graphical and symbolic methods . . .

Numerical Methods
�e numerical approach is discussed in texts such as
Gentle (����), Givens and Hoeting (����), and Martinez
and Martinez (����); for Bayesian methods, see Bolstad
(����). Numerical methods include: Monte Carlo studies
to explore asymptotic properties or �nite sample prop-
erties, pseudo-random number generation and sampling,
parametric density estimation, non-parametric density
estimation, �bootstrap methods, statistical approaches
to so�ware errors, information retrieval, statistics of
databases, high-dimensional data, temporal and spatial
modeling, �data mining, model mining, statistical learn-
ing, computational learning theory and optimisation etc.
. . . While optimisation itself is an absolutely essential tool
in the �eld, it is very much a �eld in its own right.

Graphical Methods
Graphical methods are primarily concernedwith either (a)
viewing theoretical models and/or (b) viewing data/�tted
models.

In the case of theoretical models, one typically
seeks to provide understanding by viewing one, two or
three variables, or indeed even four dimensions (using
�-dimensional plots animated over time, translucent
graphics etc.).

Visualizing data is essential to data analysis and assess-
ing �t; see, for instance, Chen et al. (����). Special interest
topics include smoothing techniques, kernel density esti-
mation, multi-dimensional data visualization, clustering,
exploratory data analysis, and a huge range of special statis-
tical plot types.Modern computing powermakes handling
and interacting with large data sets with millions of values
feasible . . . including live interactive manipulations.

Symbolic/Exact Methods
�e ��st century has brought with it a conceptually entirely
new methodology: symbolic/exact methods. Recent texts
applying the symbolic framework include Andrews and
Sta�ord (����), Rose and Smith (����), and Drew et al.
(����).

Traditional ��th century computer packages are based
on numerical methods that tend to be designed much like
a cookbook.�at is, they consist of hundreds or even thou-
sands of numerical recipes designed for speci�c cases. One
function is written for one aspect of the Normal distribu-
tion, another for the LogNormal, etc.�is works very well
provided one stays within the constraints of the known
common distributions, but unfortunately, it breaks down
as soon as one moves outside the catered framework. It
might work perfectly for random variable X, but not for
X�, nor exp(X), nor mixtures, nor truncations, nor re�ec-
tions, nor folding, nor censoring, nor products, nor sums,
nor . . .

By contrast, symbolic/exactmethods are built on top of
computer algebra systems . . . programs such asMathemat-
ica and Maple that understand algebra and mathematics.
Accordingly, symbolic algorithms can provide exact gen-
eral solutions . . . not just for speci�c distributions/models.
Symbolic computational statistical packages includemath-
Statica (����–����, based on top of Mathematica) and
APPL (based on top of Maple).

Symbolicmethods include: automated expectations for
arbitrary distributions, probability, combinatorial prob-
ability, transformations of random variables, products
of random variables, sums and di�erences of random
variables, generating functions, inversion theorems, max-
ima/minima of random variables, symbolic and numerical
maximum likelihood estimation (using exact methods),
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curve �tting (using exact methods), non-parametric ker-
nel density estimation (for arbitrary kernels), moment
conversion formulae, component-mix and parameter-mix
distributions, copulae, pseudo-random number genera-
tion for arbitrary distributions, decision theory, asymptotic
expansions, �order statistics (for identical and non-
identical parents), unbiased estimators (h-statistics, k-
statistics, polykays), moments of moments, etc.

The Changing Notion of What is
Computational Statistics
Just �� or �� years ago, it was quite common for peo-
ple working in computational statistics to write up their
own code for almost everything they did. For example, the
Handbook of Statistics �: Computational Statistics (see Rao
����) starts outChapter � by describing algorithms for sort-
ing data. Today, of course, one would expect to �nd sorting
functionality built into any so�ware package one uses . . .
indeed even into a word processor. And, of course, the
‘bar’ keeps on moving and evolving. Even in recent texts
such as Gentle (����), about half of the text (almost all of
Part �) is devoted to computing techniques such as �xed-
and �oating-point, numerical quadrature, numerical lin-
ear algebra, solving non-linear equations, optimisation
etc., . . . techniques that Gentle et al. (����, p. �) call “statis-
tical computing” but which are really just computing. Such
methods lie �rmly within the domain of computational
science and/or computational mathematics . . . they are
now built into any decent modern statistical/mathematical
so�ware package . . . they take years of work to develop
into a decent modern product, and they require tens of
thousands of lines of code to be done properly . . . all of
which means that it is extremely unlikely that any individ-
ual wouldwrite their own in today’s world. Today, one does
not tend to build an airplane simply in order to take a�ight.
And yet many current texts are still �rmly based in the
older world of ‘roll your own’, devoting substantial space
to routines that are (a) general mathematical tools such as
numerical optimisation and (b) which are now standard
functionality in modern packages used for computational
statistics. While it is, of course, valuable to understand
how such methods work (in particular so that one is aware
of their limitations), and while such tools are absolutely
imperative to carrying out the discipline of computational
statistics (indeed, as a computer itself is) – these tools are
now general mathematical tools and the days of building
one’s own are essentially long gone.

Future Directions
It is both interesting and tempting to suggest likely future
directions.

(a) So�ware packages: At the present time, the computa-
tional statistics so�ware market is catered for from
two polar extremes. On the one hand, there are
major generalmathematical/computational languages
such as Mathematica and Maple which provide best
of breed general computational/numerical/graphical
tools, and hundreds of high-level functional program-
ming constructs to expand on same, but they are
less than comprehensive in �eld-speci�c functional-
ity. It seems likely such packages will further evolve by
developing and growing tentacles into speci�c �elds
(such as statistics, combinatorics, �nance, economet-
rics, biometrics etc.). At the other extreme, there
exist narrow �eld-speci�c packages such as S-Plus,
Gauss and R which provide considerable depth in
�eld-speci�c functionality; in order to grow, these
packages will likely need to broaden out to develop
more general methods/general mathematical func-
tions, up to the standard o�ered by the major pack-
ages. �e so�ware industry is nascent and evolving,
and it will be interesting to see if the long-run equi-
librium allows for both extremes to co-exist. Perhaps,
all that is required is for a critical number of users to
be reached in order for each eco-system to become
self-sustaining.

(b) Methodology: It seems likely that the �eld will see a
continuing shi� or growth from statistical inference
to structural inference, . . . from data mining to model
mining, . . . from asymptotic inference to computational
inference.

(c) Parallel computing: Multicore processors have already
become mainstream, while, at the same time, the
growth in CPU speeds appears to be stagnating. It
seems likely then that parallel computing will become
vastly more important in evolving computational
statistics into the future. Future computational statisti-
cal so�ware may also take advantage of GPUs (graph-
ical processing units), though it should be cautioned
that the latter are constrained in serious statistical
work by the extremely poor numerical precision of
current GPUs.

(d) Symbolic methods: Symbolic methods are still some-
what in their infancy and show great promise as
knowledge engines i.e., algorithms that can derive
exact theoretical results for arbitrary randomvariables.

(e) On knowledge and proof : Symbolic algorithms can
derive solutions to problems that have never been
posed before – they place enormous technological
power into the hands of end-users. Of course, it is pos-
sible (though rare) that an error may occur (say in
integration, or by mis-entering a model). In a sense,
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this is no di�erent to traditional reference texts and
journal papers which are also not infallible, and which
are o�en surprisingly peppered with typographical or
other errors.
In this regard, the computational approach o�ers both
greater exposure to danger, as well as the tools to
avoid it.�e “danger” is that it has become extremely
easy to generate output in real-time. �e sheer scale
and volume of calculation has magni�ed, so that the
average user is more likely to encounter an error,
just as someone who drives a lot is more likely to
encounter an accident. Proving that the computer’s
output is actually correct can be very tricky, or imprac-
tical, or indeed impossible for the average practitioner
to do, just as the very same practitioner will tend to
accept a journal result at face value, without properly
checking it, even if they could do so.�e philosopher,
Karl Popper, argued that the aim of science should
not be to prove things, but to seek to refute them.
Indeed, the advantage of the computational statistical
approach is that it is o�en possible to check one’s work
using two completely di�erent methods: both numer-
ical and symbolic. Here, numerical methods take on
a new role of checking symbolic results. One can
throw in some numbers in place of symbolic param-
eters, and one can then check if the solution obtained
using symbolic methods (the exact theoretical solu-
tion) matches the solution obtained using numerical
methods (typically, �numerical integration or Monte
Carlo methods, see �Monte Carlo Methods in Statis-
tics). If the numerical and symbolic solutions do not
match, there is an obvious problem and we can gen-
erally immediately reject the theoretical solution (a
la Popper). On the other hand, if the two approaches
match up,we still do not have a proof of correctness . . .
all we have is just one point of agreement in parameter
space. We can repeat and repeat and repeat the exer-
cise with di�erent parameter values . . . and as we do
so, we e�ectively build up, not an absolute proof in the
traditional sense, but, appropriately for the statistics
profession, an ever increasing degree of con�dence . . .
e�ectively a proof by probabilistic induction . . . that
the theoretical solution is indeed correct. �is is an
extremely valuable (though time-consuming) skill to
develop, not only when working with computers, but
equally with textbooks and journal papers.
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In its most elementary form, the conditional probability
P(A�B) of an event A given an event B is de�ned by

P(A�B) = B(A ∩ B)
P(B) ,
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